Proficiency scale on reading and the Minimum proficiency levels (MPL)

- ASER 2017: Beginner; Capital Letters; Small Letters; Letter; Word -without meaning-; Word; Word -with meaning-
- EGRA (level 8 and below)
- PASEC 2014 levels 1 and 2
- Uwezo (below Std. 2 non-reader, letter, and word)
- MPL: Minimum proficiency level as defined by each assessment.
Proficiency scale on mathematic and the Minimum proficiency levels (MPL)

Proficiency levels below the scale: all proficiency levels from ASER 2017, EGMA, Uwezo and UNICEF MICS6; PASEC 2014 Grade 2 (below level 1); MPL: Minimum proficiency level as defined by each assessment.